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Abstract: The grey wolf optimisation (GWO) technique is used to solve state estimation issues in an electric 

power system. Canis lupus (grey wolf) persecution serves as inspiration for the projected GWO’s collective 

character and aesthetic. In the GWO technique, four various sorts of grey wolves were employed to imitate 

the primary level behaviour of grey wolves. The fundamental inspiration for the established optimiser comes 

from the coordination function of Canis lupus. In this work, only the goal function has to be defined; the 

Jacobian matrix is not required. The Canis lupus stance serves as the cornerstone for any possible solution 

under this procedure. The GWO’s superiority in energy management system applications was shown using 

an IEEE-6 bus test system. 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

Accurate state estimation of the power system’s current status is essential for effective monitoring and 

control [1].  The state estimation is commonly performed against databases that need to be updated regularly 

in order to maintain track of the ever-changing status of the system. The measurement uncertainty generated 

by measuring mistakes, mathematic assumptions of the model and unanticipated system changes must be 

handled in the state estimates process. This is aimed to reduce the number of mistakes and offer an accurate 

computation for the present operating point.  

The minimisation approaches of weighted least absolute value (WLAV) [2] and weighted least squares 

(WLS) [3] have been the subject of several research proposals. WLAV does not suffer from bad 

measurement, but it requires a longer computation time than WLS, which is extremely rapid. The angle 

phase measurement unit (PMU) has been suggested by Aminifar et al. for inclusion in the traditional state 

estimation vector [4]. However, it is unable to fully use the PMU measurement. Manitsas et al. have 

developed an ANN-based state estimation that can eliminate inappropriate measures in the event of sudden, 

severe alterations [5]. De Oliveira Rocha et al. have constructed heuristic state estimates to maximise the 

collaboration between actual and expected components [6]. To reduce outliers from the data, Mili et al. have 

devised a minimal median-based state estimation [7]. Vempati et al attempted to speed up state estimation 

by including comparable restrictions in their design [8]. For the least absolute state estimation measure, 

Zhuang et al. proposed an iterative system of the least quadratic weighted as a state estimation solution [9]. 

Zhang et al. have created a separation state estimation using line flow and voltage data that provides a rapid 

answer [10]. Maalouf et al. proposed a non-linear mixed-integer quadratic programming-based state 

estimation that minimises calculation, structural, and parametric errors concurrently [11]. Aien et al. 

introduced a novel technique for real-time state estimate [12], e.g. energy pricing by probabilistic optimum 

power flow (P-OPF) research utilising the idea of hybrid artificial neural networks (ANN) and differential 

evolutionary (DE) method. In order to test the efficacy and application of the suggested approach, two case 
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studies are done and the acquired findings are compared against those of monte carlo simulation (MCS) 

methodology. Valverde et al. used Kalman filter prediction filters to identify electric power system changes 

in their techniques [13].  

Artificial bee colony (ABC), particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm, genetic algorithm (GA), ant 

colony optimisation (ACO), harmonic search optimisation (HSA) and grey wolf optimisation (GWO) [14] 

are some of the contemporary evolutionary algorithms that have been created. Using a PSO optimisation 

model, Tungadio et al. predicted the power system’s capacity using weighted least squares (WLS) state 

estimation [15]. On various problem sets, some of these strategies may not perform well. A more flexible 

solution space is supplied to solve optimisation issues. The GWO has no preference for adhering to local 

optimum locations in complicated multi-modal optimisation problems. There are some nice global search 

capabilities in the ways above; however, there are some restrictions on the local search option. The GWO 

will discover a better and optimum solution with less computing burden than the previous probabilistic 

search techniques. Because of its excellent transmission mechanism and information-sharing capabilities, 

the GWO is superior to the existing algorithms, uses an arbitrary function, and considers three feasible 

solutions to obtain better outcomes. The value jumps to the global minimum from the local minimum and 

converges quickly.  

Canis lupus (grey wolf) promotes a novel optimisation method called the GWO [14]. The primary level 

behaviour of grey wolves was imitated using four different types of grey wolves in the GWO approach. The 

GWO has drawn the attention of a number of experts because of its ease of use and practicality in tackling 

a variety of economic load dispatch and power system issues [14], [16], [17]. Using this strategy, we can 

compare our results to the classic GWO algorithm and draw some important conclusions about the efficiency 

of our unified approach.  

Power system optimisation problems have recently been solved using the GWO technique [14], [16], [17]. 

As a result, the state estimation issue in an electric power system may be solved using this approach. This 

paper suggests that GWO handle the state estimation issue with system restrictions. The method is checked, 

and the findings are shown on the 6-bus IEEE test system. 

 

2.    PROBLEM FORMULATION  

The WLS state estimation issue may be expressed by minimising the following Eq. (1) [15],  
TMin J [ z f ( x )] W [ z f ( x )]    (1)  

subject to a restriction that meets the following condition,  

exfz  )(  (2)  

The state correction vector is represented as follows after some manipulations. 

))(()( 1 xfzWFWFFx TT  
 (3)  

Optimising the Eq. (3) for x , until it is sufficiently small may lead to state estimation solutions.  

 

3.    PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

According to the suggested approach, the state estimation issue in an electric power system may be 

optimised using the GWO algorithm. The GWO method was initially developed by Mirjalili and his 

colleagues in 2014 [14]. Canis lupus was the inspiration for the GWO, a revolutionary optimisation 

technique. The GWO method is based on the Canis lupus’ hunting habits and leadership style. Four different 

types of grey wolves have been used to mimic grey wolf behaviour: Alpha, Beta, Omega, and Delta. In light 

of the GWO’s ease of use and feasibility, it has been seen as a viable alternative to many engineering 

problems by a number of experts [14], [16], [17]. Step-by-step instructions for each procedure are outlined 

below.  

1: Randomly initialise the parameters of the GWO algorithm, such as package size (Gd) is the dimension 

of the problem; grey wolf hunter (Gs); a, A, and C are the GWO vector; the maximal number of iterations 

tmax. 
 (4)  

 (5)  

where, a is reduced linearly from 2 to 0 for continuous iterations. 

2: Arbitrarily produce grey wolf according to the size of the package. The structure of the wolf is 

expressed as follows, 

12 .A a rand a 

22.C rand
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(6)  

where, Gi
j is the arbitrarily produced value of the ith grey wolf hunting agent and jth combination in the 

search space. 

3: For each of the following grey wolf hunting agents, calculate their fitness value by using the 

corresponding Eq. (7) and (8).  
 (7)  

 (8)  

4: Use the below formulas to find the first best hunter (Gα), the second-best hunter (Gβ) and the third-

best hunter (Gδ). 
 (9)  

 (10)  

 (11)  

 (12)  

 (13)  

 (14)  

5: The current position of the grey wolf hunter may be adjusted using the calculation below.  

 

(15)  

6: The grey wolf hunting agent’s fitness is calculated.  

7: Modify Gα ,Gβ and Gδ values. 

8: After the number of iterations (titer) reaches the maximum number of iterations (tmax), if so, the stopping 

condition is met and the best grey wolf hunter is presented. If not, repeat step 5 until the stopping criterion 

is met.  

This research aims to determine the capability of the GWO algorithm in addressing common state estimation 

issues in the electric power system. The simulation results of the proposed methodology will be shown in 

the next section.  

 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The detailed information on the IEEE-6 bus test system was obtained from [15]. Fig. 1 shows an IEEE-6 

bus network one-line diagram with load data. At this point, we can determine the real and reactive line flows 

and the real and reactive bus power and voltage values. Measuring the sum of the accumulated values at the 

end of a power flow provides low noise data. Some technologies are chosen so that the device may be 

monitored and utilised to collect data. The results are compared to those obtained using an actual testing 

environment and the industry-standard WLS state estimation software. 

Using both methodologies, the true machine state and the estimated system status are shown in Table 1. The 

following voltage magnitude and angle parameters were used to evaluate the system’s accuracy 

quantitatively.  
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Fig. 1 Test system - IEEE 6-bus 

 

Table 1. Simulation results 

Methods Measurement 
Bus No. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

True System State 
V (pu) 1.050 1.086 0.942 0.961 0.918 0.945 

δ (rad) 0.000 -0.063 -0.229 -0.172 -0.219 -0.214 

WLS Method 
V (pu) 1.040 1.080 0.933 0.953 0.911 0.937 

δ (rad) 0.000 -0.053 -0.225 -0.170 -0.218 -0.213 

GA 
V (pu) 1.048 1.087 0.941 0.960 0.920 0.946 

δ (rad) 0.000 -0.062 -0.227 -0.171 -0.219 -0.214 

Proposed GWO 
V (pu) 1.049 1.086 0.941 0.961 0.919 0.945 

δ (rad) 0.000 -0.064 -0.228 -0.171 -0.219 -0.214 

 

Table 2 summarises the performance metrics V and  of all state estimation methodologies and their 

outputs. In the test scheme, the proposed GWO algorithm clearly reveals that state error elements are lower 

than those of the WLS technique and the GA algorithm.  

 

Table 2. Comparative study 

Methods 
Metrics 

ΔV Δδ 

WLS  0.00435 0.00818 

GA 0.00087 0.00121 

Presented 

GWO 
0.00078 0.00114 

 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

The state estimation issue has been solved using the GWO technique suggested in this research. The four 

various sorts of grey wolves were employed to imitate the main level behaviour of grey wolves. Based on 

the natural behaviour of the grey wolf, this new optimisation model is based on GWO. The GWO’s 

performance has been improved by combining local search with group information sharing. The suggested 

GWO is successfully coupled with state estimation and tested to determine the system’s current condition. 

Using the conventional WLS approach and the GA algorithm, the GWO algorithm tests are compared to the 

IEEE-6 bus test scheme. According to the experiments, the suggested GWO algorithm for WLS state 

estimation is solid, reliable and effective.  
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